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Abstract
We study how many values of an unknown integer-valued function f one needs to know in
order to $nd a local maximum of f. We consider functions de$ned on $nite subsets of discrete
plane. We prove upper bounds for functions de$ned on rectangles and present lower bounds for
functions de$ned on arbitrary domains in terms of the size of the domain and the size of its
border.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Finding a local maximum point of a function is one of the classical problems in
Computer Science. Many methods for $nding a local maximum point were developed
as well as many facts about properties of such points were established. For a $xed
domain we are interested how many values of a given function one has to query in
the worst case.
Let  be a $nite subset of a discrete plane Z×Z, a=(x0; y0)∈. Let U (a) denote
an 8-neighborhood of a:
U (a) = {(x; y) ∈ Z× Z: |x − x0|6 1; |y − y0|6 1}:
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A function f :→Z has a local maximum in a point a∈, or a∈ is a local
maximum point of a function f if f(b)6f(a) for all b∈U (a)∩. If  is non-
empty then every function f :→Z has at least one such point. For example, a point
of absolute maximum of f in  is a local maximum point.
As a computational model we consider decision tree algorithms. A decision tree
algorithm A on  is a rooted tree whose nodes are labelled by elements of  and for
each internal node all the outgoing edges are labelled by elements of Z (forming a
one-to-one correspondence between outgoing edges and Z). Given an input function
f :→Z the result of A on f, A(f ), is de$ned as follows: Starting at the root, we
evaluate the function f on the label v of the current node and move along the edge
labelled by f(v) until we come to a leaf of the tree. The label of that leaf is the
result of A on f. The labels of nodes we have passed are called queries of A and
the sequence of all queries is denoted by s(A; f ). As a complexity measure q(A) of
A we consider the height of A, that is, the maximum number of queries over all input
functions f: q(A)= maxf |s(A; f )|. We say that a decision tree algorithm A on 
$nds a local maximum point if A(f ) is a local maximum point of f for every input
function f :→Z. Let q() be the minimum q(A) over all decision tree algorithms
A on .
Decision trees with height as complexity measure were studied as a computational
model both for language recognition and for searching problems, see [2–4,6,8,9].
Rastsvetaev and Beklemishev [7] established matching lower and upper bounds for
discrete intervals in Z in a decision tree model with M parallel queries, generaliz-
ing well-known algorithm from early 1950s that was analyzed by Kiefer [5]. Lower
bounds of q() were used by Beklemishev [1] to show the independence of the
schema of induction for decidable predicates I1 from the set of all true arithmetical
2-sentences.
2. Upper bounds
In this section we establish upper bounds of q(R) for rectangles, presenting an al-
gorithm to $nd a local maximum point of functions on those domains.
Denition 1. Let Rn;m(a; b) denote a n×m rectangle with left-down corner in the point
(a; b):
Rn;m(a; b) = {(x; y) ∈ Z× Z : a6 x ¡ a+ n; b6 y ¡ b+ m}:
Let Rn;m stand for Rn;m(1; 1).
Theorem 1. For every m6n we have
q(Rn;m)6 m
⌊
log2
n
m
⌋
+ 2m+
n
2log2(n=m)
+ 6 log2(mn):
Proof. We design a recursive program P that takes as input a sub-rectangle R of Rn;m.
If R 	=Rn;m it takes also a point x∈R as an extra input. The program P $nds a local
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maximum of f on Rn;m provided that f(x) is greater than or equal to all values of f on
the boundary of R. The boundary of R is de$ned as the set of all c∈ (U (d)∩Rn;m)\R
for d∈R.
Program P on inputs R=Rk; l(a; b) and x∈R works as follows (we assume that k¿l;
the other case is entirely similar):
(1) If the rectangle R consists of only one point then return that point. It is a local
maximum point of f on Rn;m: either R=Rn;m; m= n=1 and the statement is
trivial or the only point of R is an extra input x.
(2) Otherwise divide R by a vertical middle cut into three parts: A=Rk=2; l(a; b)
(the left part), B=R1; l(a + k=2; b) (the cut), C =Rk−k=2−1; l(a + k=2 + 1; b)
(the right part).
(3) Ask for values of f in all points of the cut and $nd a point c in the cut with
maximal value.
(4) If R 	=Rn;m and f(c)¡f(x), run the program recursively on that of parts containing
x with x as the extra input—f(x) is greater than the values of f on the boundaries
of both left and right parts.
(5) Otherwise (when R=Rn;m or f(c)¿f(x)) ask for values of f in all points of
U (c)∩R. If f(c)¿f(d) for all d∈U (c)∩R, return c. Note that c is a local
maximum of f in Rk; l.
(6) Otherwise f(d)¿f(c) for some d∈U (c)∩R. In this case d belongs either to the
left part or to the right part and f(d) is greater than the value of f on boundaries
of both parts. Run the program recursively on that of parts containing d with d
as the extra input.
Let us estimate the number of queries made by the program. Given a rectangle
k × l (k¿l) it asks at most l+ 6 queries and proceeds to a rectangle of size at most
k=2× l. Therefore the total number of recursive calls is at most log2(mn). Assume $rst
that Rn;m is balanced, that is, m6n¡2m. In this case vertical and horizontal cuts of R
alternate and the total number of queries is bounded by
m+ n=2 + m=2 + n=4 + m=4 + · · ·+ 6 log2(mn)6 2m+ n+ 6 log2(mn):
If n¿2m we make $rst log2(n=m) vertical cuts obtaining a balanced rectangle of size
(n=2log2(n=m))×m. The total number of queries in this case is bounded by
m
⌊
log2
n
m
⌋
+ 2m+
n
2log2(n=m)
+ 6 log2(mn):
For particular cases we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. For every m6n62m we have q(Rn;m)62m+ n+O(log2(m)). For every
n we have q(Rn;1)=O(log2(n)).
The bound q(Rn;1)=O(log2(n)) has the same order of magnitude as the exact bound
proved in [7]: q(Tn;1)= log (n) + O(1), where  =(1 +
√
5)=2 is the golden ratio.
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3. Reduction to a coloring problem
A sequence c1; : : : ; cn ∈ is called a path from c1 to cn if ck+1 ∈U (ck) for all
k =1; : : : ; n − 1. Points a; b∈ are connected if there is a path from a to b. The set
 is called connected if every two its points are connected.
We will consider later only connected , as the complexity of $nding a local max-
imum point in  is equal to the minimum complexity of $nding a local maximum
point in its connected components.
Searching for a local maximum point of an unknown function on  is closely related
to coloring  using the following rules: We are allowed to color any point of  in
red until the non-colored part of  is not connected. Once the non-colored part ′
of  is not connected, all the connected components of ′ except the largest one get
colored in blue and we may continue coloring in red until the non-colored part gets
not connected for the second time, and so on. It turns out that using these rules we can
get  colored so that at most q() points are colored in red. Using geometric methods
we will obtain lower bounds for the number of red of points necessary to color ,
which are lower bounds for q() too. Let us state this diJerently. De$ne a notion of a
coloring sequence s= {s1; : : : ; sk} for  by induction on k. If k =0, that is, s is empty
then s is a coloring sequence for the empty  only. Otherwise let G be the largest
connected component of \{s1} (if there are more than one largest components, let G
be any of them). Then s= {s1; : : : ; sk} is a coloring sequence for  if {s2; : : : ; sk} is a
coloring sequence for G.
For connected ⊂Z×Z let the complexity of coloring , c(), be the minimal
length of a coloring sequence for .
Theorem 2. If ⊂Z×Z is connected and consists of more than 1 point then
q()¿c().
Proof. We will prove by induction on ||¿1 the following statement: For every algo-
rithm A and for every number C there is a function f on  whose values are greater
than C and such that either the sequence of queries made by A on f, s(A; f ), is a
coloring sequence for , or the result of A on f, A(f ), is incorrect.
The base of induction, when ||=2, is trivial.
Given  with ||¿2 and C we have to construct a function f on . Run A. If A
outputs a result without making any queries we can easily de$ne f so that A(f ) is
incorrect. Otherwise let s1 be the $rst query of A to f. Let G be, as in the de$nition
of a coloring sequence, the largest connected component of \{s1}. Let H1; : : : ; Hn be
all the other connected components of \{s1}. Consider two cases.
Case 1: n=0, that is, \{s1} is connected. Then |G|¿1. Let f(s1)=C +1. Apply
the induction hypothesis to G, C + 1 and the algorithm A′ equal to the subtree of
A rooted at that node where A goes after obtaining the answer f(s1)=C + 1. Let g
be the function on G existing by the induction hypothesis. De$ne f(v)= g(v) for all
v∈G. We have to prove that s(A; f ) is a coloring sequence for  provided that A(f )
is a local maximum of f on . Assume that A(f ) is a local maximum of f on .
Obviously, s1 is not a local maximum of f on . Thus A(f ) is a local maximum of
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g on G and s(A′; g) is a coloring sequence for G. Hence s(A; f )= {s1}∪ s(A′; g) is a
coloring sequence for .
Case 2: n¿0. De$ne the value of f on H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hn as follows. Fix j6n. Since 
is connected but \{s1} is not, every point v in Hj is connected to s1 by a path P lying
in Hj (except the last point s1 of P). Indeed, connect v to a point w∈G by a path in
; this path passes through s1; take the beginning of the path till the $rst occurrence of
s1. Call the rank of v the minimum length of such path. Let d be the maximum rank
of points in H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hn. For v∈Hj de$ne f(v) be equal to d+C+1 minus the rank
of v (thus C¡f(v)6d+C). Then apply the induction hypothesis to A′, d+C+1 and
G ∪{s1}. Here A′ is the decision tree algorithm on G ∪{s1} that is obtained from A
by answering f(v) to all queries v in H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hn. Let g be the function on G ∪{s1}
existing by induction hypothesis and let f(v)= g(v) for all v∈G ∪{s1}.
Let us prove that f has no local maximums outside G ∪{s1}. For any point v in
Hj consider the shortest path in Hj connecting v to s1. The values of f increase along
this path hence v is not a local maximum point.
Assume that A(f ) is a local maximum of f on . Then A(f ) is a local maximum
of g on G ∪{s1}, consequently, s(A′; g) is a coloring sequence for G ∪{s1}. Hence the
sequence {s1}∪ s(A′; g) is a coloring sequence for . This implies easily that s(A; f )
is also a coloring sequence for .
4. Lower bounds
We start with a simple lower bound of q(Rn;m). Later we will prove by a more
involved arguments a stronger bound.
Theorem 3. For all m; n we have q(Rn;m)¿min(m; n; 12 max(m; n)).
Proof. By Theorem 2 it suLces to prove that c(Rn;m)¿min(m; n; 12 max(m; n)). With-
out loss of generality assume that m6n. Assume that the rectangle Rn;m can be colored
so that M¡min( 12n; m) points are red. Fix any such coloring. Then at least
1
2n columns
of the rectangle and at least 1 row contain only blue points. Let & denote the union of
all points in those rows and that column. Obviously & is connected, as it is a union of
some rows and a column. The number of points in & is greater than 12nm= |Rn;m|=2.
Hence at each step of the coloring & is included in the largest connected component—a
contradiction.
Corollary 2. For rectangles Rm;n with m=(n); n→∞ Theorems 4.1 and 2.1 provide
asymptotically linear upper and lower bounds q(Rm;n)='(n), n→∞.
De$ne the boundary of C ⊂Z2, B(C), as the set of all c∈U (d)\C for d∈C.
Lemma 1. Let W be a :nite subset of Z2. Let C1; C2; : : : ; Cn be all the connected
components of Z2\W . Then
n∑
k=1
|B(Ck)|6 2|W |+ 2n− 4: (1)
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Proof. Turn W into a planar graph G: connect by straight line segments all the pairs
of points of the form (i; j), (i; j + 1) and of the form (i; j), (i+ 1; j). Consider on the
plain R2 the usual topology. The resulting set of segments divides the plain R2 into
connected components. Call them faces (to distinguish from C1; C2; : : : ; Cn). It is easy
to see that for every k6n there is a face C˜k such that Ck = C˜k ∩Z2 and the boundary
of C˜k (with respect to the topology on R2) is equal to the subgraph Gk of G induced
by B(Ck). Fix k and consider a connected component H of the graph Gk . If H is
a tree then remove all the points of H from W . The removed points do not belong
to the boundary of Ci for i 	= k. The removal therefore does not decrease the number
of connected components. The left-hand side of (1) will decrease by |H | while the
right-hand side by 2|H |. Thus it suLces to prove inequality (1) for resulting set W .
In other words, we may assume that each connected component H of Gk has a cycle.
In every connected graph that has a cycle, the number of nodes is less than or equal
to the number of edges. Therefore we may replace, in Eq. (1), |B(Ck)| by the number
of edges in Gk .
Note that there might be faces diJerent from C˜1; : : : ; C˜n. Those faces are squares of
size 1× 1 (see Fig. 1).
Let C˜n+1; : : : ; C˜n+l be such faces and Gn+1; : : : ; Gn+l the corresponding subgraphs of
G. Each of the subgraphs Gn+1; : : : ; Gn+l has four edges. Add 4l both to the left and
right-hand side of (1). Now the left-hand side of (1) does not exceed 2 times the
number of edges of G and the right-hand side of (1) is equal to 2(|W |+ n− 2) + 4l
¿2(|W |+ n+ l− 2) and the inequality holds by Euler’s theorem for planar graphs.
The next theorem strengthens Theorem 3 and generalizes it to the case of arbitrary
subsets of discrete plane.
Theorem 4. Let  be a connected subset of Z×Z then
q() + 2(1 +
√
2)
√
q()¿ 2(1 +
√
2)
√
|| − B=2;
where B=2|B()| − |B(Z2\(∪B()))| (|B()|6B62|B()|).
Fig. 1.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.1 it suLces to prove the statement of the theorem for c() in-
stead of q(). Let s= {s1; : : : ; sm} be a shortest coloring sequence for . Let C1; : : : ; Cn
stand for connected components of \{s1; : : : ; sm} and C0; Cn+1; : : : ; Cr for connected
components of Z2\(∪B()), where C0 is the unbounded one. Applying Lemma 1
to the set {s1; : : : ; sm}∪B() we obtain,
r∑
k=0
|B(Ck)|6 2(m+ |B()|) + 2(r + 1)− 4:
For each k|B(Ck)|¿4, so
|B(C0)|+
n∑
k=1
|B(Ck)|6 2(m+ |B()|) + 2n:
B(C0)⊂B(Z2\(∪B())) so we have B¿2|B()| − |B(C0)| and therefore
n∑
k=1
|B(Ck)|6 2m+ 2n+ B:
According to [10], for every $nite connected set C ⊂Z2 we have 4√|C|+ 46|B(C)|
(the equality holds when C is a square). Therefore we have
4
n∑
k=1
√
|Ck |6 B+ 2m: (2)
Let us prove by induction on n that
n∑
k=1
√
|Ck |¿ (
√
2 + 1)(
√
|| − √m): (3)
For n=0 we have ||=m and the inequality turns into the trivial equality.
Assume that n¿0. Obviously, |C1|6||=2. The sequence s1; : : : ; sm is a coloring
sequence for \C1 too. By induction hypothesis we have
∑n
k=2
√|Ck |¿(
√
2 + 1)
(
√|| − |C1| − √m). Therefore it suLces to prove that
√
|C1|+ (
√
2 + 1)
√
|| − |C1|¿ (
√
2 + 1)
√
||:
For |C1|=0 and for |C1|= ||=2 this is true. By concavity of
√
x function this is true
also for all 06|C1|6||=2.
Combining inequalities (2) and (3) we obtain,
4(
√
2 + 1)(
√
|| − √m)6 B+ 2m
and
2(
√
2 + 1)
√
|| − B=26 m+ 2(
√
2 + 1)
√
m:
Corollary 3. For the square Rn;n the theorem gives the lower bound q(Rn;n)¿2
√
2n+
O(
√
n) while the upper bound provided by Theorem 1 is q(Rn;n)63n+O(log(n)).
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5. Finding a local maximum for other neighborhoods
Consider the 4-neighborhood instead of 8-neighborhood:
U ′(x0; y0) = {(x; y) ∈ Z× Z : |x − x0|+ |y − y0|6 1}:
The notions of a local maximum point, q′(), c′() and B′() are similarly de$ned
for the 4-neighborhood topology. In this case we have |B′()|¿2√||+ 4 for every
connected  (the equality holds for a rhombus). Repeating the arguments from the
proof of Theorem 4 we obtain
Theorem 5. Let  be a connected subset of Z×Z (in 4-neighborhood topology). Let
B′=2|B′()| − |B′(Z2\(∪B′()))|. Then
q′() + (1 +
√
2)
√
q′()¿ (1 +
√
2)
√
|| − B′=2:
In place of Theorem 1 we obtain,
Theorem 6. Let Rhn;m stand for a rhombus of size n×m where 16m6n. Then
q′(Rhn;m)6 m
⌊
log2
n
m
⌋
+ 2m+
n
2log2(n=m)
+ 6 log2(mn):
One can consider the similar problem for functions on subsets of n-dimensional
discrete space. All our theorems generalize naturally to this case.
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